










Hydraulic driven, steel rope lifting system.
Single stage dual-cylinder lifting.   
High polymer polyethylene slide blocks, wear-resistance.
Platform runway & ramps made of diamond steel plates.
Movable galvanized steel plates in the middle.
Anti-falling mechanical locks in four posts at different heights to ensure 
safety.
Steel parts are sandblasted then anti-corrosion primer painted and top 
finish color coated.





1.  Offering space for 4 cars parking 
2.  Customized according to layout,  Space & cost saving due to its compact design.
3. Double safety locks: first are one piece adjustable safety lock ladder and the other will be 
activated automatically in case of steel wire rupture.
4. Hydraulic driven and steel rope lifting system.
5. Operation buttons with electric operation control panel.
6. Automatic locking system with electric lock release.
7. The whole sliding framework synchronous balance system. 
8. Suitable for multi-vehicle parking & storage.
9. Steel parts are sandblasted then anti-corrosion primer painted and top finish color coated.











CE Certified according to EC machinery directive 2006/42/CE
Offer the most net width within narrow external width. 
Hydraulic driven through 4 ea hydraulic cylinders system. 
Flexible design according to customer requirements, suitable for residential & commercial 
use.
Fully utilization of underground space, no prominent steel structure above ground level. 
Hide cars underground, no visible impact!  People or cars could go thought on the top 
platform.
Directly park or pick up the car at any level independently.
Simple steel structure, easy for installation and maintenance.
Control valve group (package) to divide oil equally to the 4 cylinders and control the 
hydraulic system. 
Electric operation box is equipped with “Dead Man” Push Buttons (UP/Down) & Emergency 
Electric sensors to confirm no persons or objects before rising up/down the platforms.



Motor driven and roller chain or steel rope lifting system.
Space saving with multiple parking space, multi-layers (2-6 layers), except the top
 layer, each layer has a spare parking space and front-rear guide rails through 
which the platforms move horizontally. The platforms on the top layer can only move
 up and down and the ground layer can only movehorizontally and other 
platforms can move both horizontally and vertically to get continuous space shift.
Multiple security protection device to prevent falling, collision and overload. Photo 
electric sensors to check and stop the unit when cars parked improperly or when 
persons cross in by accident .
Emergency stop push button mounted on operation panel as well.
PLC automatic control system. Push button, touch screen and IC for convenient 
parking and retrieving process.






















